BIM-GIS modelling in support of emergency response applications
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Abstract

Building Information Modelling (BIM) provides a detailed 3D geometrical model with rich semantics which go beyond the standard Computer-Aided Design approach. In contrast, Geography Information Science (GIS) offers powerful spatial analytical tools. This paper seeks to propose an innovative research approach integrating some aspects of BIM and advanced GIS analysis. This may lead into beyond state of the art emergency response applications. The advocated research approach would go beyond the simplistic 3D indoor scene representation and instead proposes to automate the generation of navigable models depicting complex interiors readily available in the building industry area which adopts BIM as the main tool for design and information exchange.
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1 Introduction

Building Information Modelling (BIM) became a mature and widely accepted modelling process in the building industry area [1]. A 3D geometrical model is a basis for information representation and sharing. Details provided in the model are usually not available in Geography Information Systems.

Geography Information Science (GIS) is a large domain including concepts, applications and systems. The term ‘science’ is used to reflect a greater emphasis on scientific aspects of geography information [2]. Advances in GIS provide a flexible environment in spatial analysis with the potential to undertake 3D GIS studies, including finding routes of egress inside a building. They facilitate the
examination of spatial behaviour and accessibility in building environments. 3D network models are powerful in depicting pedestrian access and movement within buildings that can be modelled as a network of walkway sections and connections [3]. This network of walkways could potentially be disrupted by an emergency such as an explosion, fire or obstruction, as a result of a partial destruction of the building.

This paper proposes an innovative approach integrating some BIM and advanced GIS analysis leading to an improved 3D analytical model for emergency response. Most research, so far, has focused on simplistic indoor scene representation, usually based on 2D floor plans, and with a navigable network often manually reconstructed, where only doors are used for human movement [3, 4]. In this study, beyond state of the art approach is proposed, where other alternative routes, in addition to using doors, are considered for indoor navigations, e.g. walls or partitions can be drilled in order to get access to adjacent rooms or safer places. Thus, information about material used for construction is critical. This can also be used in other applications based on the same model, for example, in fire spread simulation to calculate fire resistance.

The proposed BIM and GIS model integration for emergency response is based on using the following: Green Building XML (gbXML) and Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) as data input, and GIS analysis methods and data structure, more precisely – the dual half-edge (DHE) [5].

1.1 Research approach blending BIM and GIS

BIM is a fast developing field and many countries (e.g. the United Kingdom and Singapore) and institutions decided to introduce BIM as a standard for information exchange and stakeholders collaborative work on public building design and construction. This gives impetus for developing new tools which are getting mature and are quickly adapted. At the same time, the need for more sophisticated analysis tools arises because different stakeholders use BIM for various applications. One of the fields converging on BIM is GIS which can offer advanced tools for spatial analysis [6].

One of the advantages of BIM is a good quality 3D model which is a core element. On the other hand GIS requires a spatial model for its analysis methods. BIM and GIS building models are similar, but at the same time there are differences to be levelled down in order to create a “common language” for communication and information exchange [7]. In recent developments researchers propose conversion of BIM models into GIS formats, e.g. IFC to CityGML [8, 9], or new unified models [10]. These solutions work for specific applications and take a big step towards the common language; however, there is still work to be done for developing widely accepted standards.

IFC is a standard widely accepted as a data exchange format by the BIM community, especially in OpenBIM utilizing open standards and workflows. However, very detailed models are not always needed, for example, some analysis applications may require a simplified building structure, which would include the geometry of objects (e.g. rooms, doors, windows, etc.) and their function (e.g. office room, storage room, fire exit, etc.): gbXML is an open
schema which helps simplifying and transferring 3D building models to engineering analysis applications [11].

In simple terms, a typical gbXML model consists of two parts: spaces and surfaces. A space is a closed shells (volume) representing a room geometry. Shells are separate objects without information on relationship to other cells; openings (e.g. windows, doors) are not included. A surface is a simplified abstraction of the wall which divides adjacent spaces and includes links to these spaces. Also, openings, represented as separate surfaces, are embedded into the wall surface.

These two parts, spaces and surfaces, are suited not only for visualisation but they are also sufficient for building topology reconstruction, because information about relationship between adjacent rooms is included.

It should be noted that the process of simplification to gbXML introduces some inconsistencies like missing faces or overlapping volumes in the surface part which may be acceptable for engineering analysis. However, some corrections are required in applications where spatial relations must be unambiguously reflected in a model. The problem of consistency and validation was investigated by several researchers [12, 13]. The format specification requires a room to be a closed shell, while it does not impose such a restriction on the shell closure in case of surfaces (abstract walls) representing walls. A surface, usually computed as a flat face at the centre of the original wall, may overlap with neighbour surfaces. Also, it might happen that surfaces do not form closed shells as some surfaces may be missing in the model. Thus, a model improvement is necessary in order to use the DHE.

In order to get a good quality gbXML model some rules should be applied to the original BIM model during development [14], e.g. rooms should be assigned to all areas; room or wall overlapping is not allowed; floors should be defined for all areas; room boundaries should be defined, etc.

In GIS 2D models are still widely used. Researchers are mostly interested in terrain models and terrain classifications. Usually each point in the model is associated with height information stored as a parameter along with the x and y coordinates – such a model is called 2.5D. This cannot be used to represent all spatial relations among 3D objects, like adjacency between rooms, which is needed for a spatial GIS analysis. Therefore, a growing interest in 3D modelling is observed in research focused on cities and buildings, because a full 3D model can accommodate relations among objects. It is especially crucial in case of buildings as spatial relations in each direction, horizontal and vertical, must be included in the model in order to perform analysis of the building’s structure. However, 2D plans are often used to reconstruct a series of 2D models, which are put into layers and contiguous layers are connected by links between master nodes such as staircases [15]. Thus, not all relations among objects in the vertical direction are represented. Such a model may be sufficient for analysis of indoor human movements, but it may be inappropriate in many applications, like simulations of 3D phenomena: noise or radio signal propagation, fire spread – those phenomena are of a great importance in emergency management systems and evacuation simulations.
However, good quality 3D models are not easily available. Currently, CityGML is the widely used data model in GIS to represent urban models [16]. A model can be stored in a different Level of Details (LoD): from LoD0 to LoD4, where the lowest level includes digital terrain model with optional building footprints, while the highest level is able to represent detailed building interiors including furniture and installations. As a matter of fact, most of the available models do not include LoD4, because it is too detailed and storage space consuming: the building coarse geometry often accompanied by façade textures and predefined roof type, street network, and other appearance and thematic objects is sufficient for visualization and spatial analysis in the outdoor environment. Therefore, indoor models are often reconstructed, in many cases manually, from architectural plans, so that the model is formed from a series of 2D layers connected by entrance nodes. These models are usually suited for specific applications and stored in an in-house format which does not conform to any standard. It makes such models difficult to exchange or impossible to use when the format specification is not available.

Because of the lack of 3D models GIS researchers adopt models from other fields: one of them is BIM which can offer good quality models [17]. It should be noted that the BIM model only describes a building structure, while many thematic objects, important from the viewpoint of GIS, are not included, e.g. street network, vegetation, water objects, city furniture, etc.

1.2 Advances in emergency response

Most of research on emergency response in a building environment is focused on rescue and evacuation, which are related to path finding and indoor navigation [3, 4, 15, 18, 19]. Different researchers focus on different aspects of evacuation: least risk paths [19], path simplicity [20], navigable network improvement [3, 15], more detailed routes [4], human behaviour [21].

Whatever evacuation algorithms are used in the aforementioned research, there is always a spatial model in the background (see Figure 1a). A building structure is represented as a logical network, where its nodes represent rooms, including corridors and other navigable areas; and edges represent navigable connections between adjacent rooms (see Figure 1b). The network can be further improved into a geometric network in order to reflect real navigation routes and more precise geometric properties e.g. distance between nodes (see Figure 1c) [3]. This representation allows applying graph algorithms such as Dijkstra’s or A* algorithms for shortest path finding in evacuation planning.

As discussed above, 2D floor plans are usually used for reconstruction of horizontal navigable networks, and a 3D building is obtained by linking contiguous floors at some connection points, e.g. staircases (see Figure 1). Spatial relationships between the rests of the rooms in the vertical direction are not reflected in the model. This solution is sufficient for a simple analysis of indoor human movement, but other phenomena related to emergency response, e.g. fire spread or heat propagation, cannot be simulated.
Figure 1: A node-relation structure for representing topological relations among objects in 3D space: a) 3D spatial objects; b) logical network; c) geometric network. [3]

Most of the 3D navigation models represent buildings with a simple, often regular, structure which is not sufficient for complex interiors. Liu and Zlatanova [18] proposed a new concept of automatic navigable network generation based on the geometry and semantics of a building. However, their method requires, as many other methods, a valid spatial model as an input data set, where consistency between the geometry and topology is preserved.

2 Methodology and results

One of the objectives of this research is to propose a step change in emergency response intelligence to assist emergency response personnel to better prepare, predict and deal with emergencies in buildings. This entails the development of an intelligent innovative approach, involving the reconstruction of an indoor navigable network from a BIM model. The network used by path finding algorithms, which is an essential element in emergency response applications. The research workflow is illustrated in Figure 2.

gbXML is the main data format used as an input. We consider the gbXML format as a simplified model: a detailed geometry is simplified to a level sufficient to preserve adjacency relationship between rooms which is essential in this research. The model is significantly smaller in terms of storage space compared to a full model, for example, stored in the IFC format.

Information about room volumes and wall surfaces including openings (i.e. doors and windows) is accompanied by attributes such as: room name, room function, etc. Openings are used for conventional navigation and egress routes computation. However, other alternative routes are also considered in case of direct hazard, e.g. walls or partitions can be drilled in order to get access to adjacent rooms. This requires additional information about construction material which can be obtained from the original model. The external links in gbXML allows to look up required parameters if the original model is available, e.g. the IFC model.

Our models have the boundary representation (B-Rep) where volumes (cells) are enclosed by faces, faces by edges, edges by points. This may be represented by various data structures, e.g.: the radial-edge [22], G-Maps [23], or recently developed dual half-edge (DHE) [5]. In this research, DHE was developed as the...
model geometry, and the navigable network can be stored simultaneously without an extra cost. This is not available in case of the aforementioned data structures.

Figure 2: Research workflow (dashed lines represent optional steps if the original IFC model is available).

A simple model of a building stored in the Autodesk Revit format was exported to the gbXML model and reconstructed using the DHE data structure (see Figure 3a). Each room is represented as a cell with an associated dual node unambiguously representing this cell. Adjacent cells are connected by dual edges into a cell complex and each dual edge is bounded by nodes representing adjacent cells.

A door between two rooms is represented as a zero-volume cell with an associated unique node. Thus, there are two dual edges connecting the first room node to the door node and the door node to the second room node. The same idea is applied in case of a door between an internal room and an external space. The latter is represented as a cell or a set of connected cells if it was partitioned. The complete graph of indoor connections is shown in Figure 3b.

Some openings, which are not directly connected to the boundary of the enclosing surface, e.g. windows, are connected to the surface boundary by bridge edges (dotted lines in Figure 3a). A bridge edge is not a part of the original model, but it is introduced in order to preserve a valid topology of the B-Rep model.
Figure 3: Simple model reconstructed using the DHE data structure: a) structure of a building with doors and windows includes one selected room (grey cell); windows are connected to wall boundaries by bridge edges (dotted line); b) graph of connections between rooms.

The structure of the model presented in Figure 3 is simple and was reconstructed without additional improvement or validation. However, models with more complex structure exported to the gbXML format must be processed first in order to reconstruct a valid navigable network. Some common issues are unclosed and overlapping cells. Such models are valid for most of engineering analyses but not for GIS, which requires a complete topology with a proper representation of spatial relations among objects. Thus, missing faces must be generated and cell overlapping removed. This is vital when external models are utilized and the original BIM model is not available.

The model of a building after the “healing” process is shown in Figure 4, where missing faces generation was only required while no room overlapping was found. However, overlapping was faced in other tested models, which are not shown in this paper.

The “healing” process is necessary to automatically reconstruct both the navigable network and the valid primal-dual representation. For instance, missing faces between adjacent rooms (see Figure 5a) introduce ambiguity in cell identification, because the cells would be merged into one volume (see Figure 5b) and represented by one node (see Figure 5c). To fix this problem, a new face is introduced (see Figure 5d) which splits the volume into two parts (see Figure 5e) represented by two unique nodes (see Figure 5f).
Figure 4: Model of an office building: a) structure of the building (source: http://www.gbxml.org/downloads/OfficeBuilding.zip); b) graph of connections.

Figure 5: Invalid model with a missing face: a) two cells sharing a face (grey) with a missing face (white); b) two cells form one volume; c) two cells are represented by one node; d) model after the “healing” process; e) two cells are separated and they form two volumes; f) two cells are represented by two nodes.
The second issue to be solved by the “healing” process is cell overlapping which is caused by the simplification process and does not appear in the original model. Overlapping introduces some ambiguity in a surface relation to other adjacent surfaces. For instance, surfaces of the shared volume (grey in Figure 6a) should be connected into a configuration, which is different from the configuration for the case of separate cells. Thus, to overcome this issue the overlapped cells should be split into a set of adjacent cells. The shared volume may be subtracted from one cell (see Figure 6b) or from all affected cells (see Figure 6c). However, the second solution introduces a new cell, which does not have a counterpart in the original model. The new cell may be considered as a temporary cell necessary to form the proper cell complex but not available for navigation in the model.

Figure 6: Invalid model with overlapping cells: a) two cells are represented by two dual nodes but the grey shared volume is not unambiguously associated with any of the cells; b) shared volume may be subtracted from one cell; c) shared volume may be subtracted from two cells and form a separate cell.

The above problems with missing faces and cell overlapping are described using simple examples. However, the situation may be more complex if we consider several non-planar adjacent faces that are missing or several cells sharing the same or part of a volume. The DHE is able to deal with non-planar faces and arbitrary shapes. Thus, the only problem to solve is to create a valid cell complex without cell overlapping or gaps between adjacent cells.

The graph of connections reflecting spatial relationships between cells in the complex is created automatically using the DHE construction operators. Then
weights are specified for all links in the graph, and the navigable network is ready for finding egress routes. The weights determine availability of links for human navigation – they are positive numbers in the range from 0 to 100, where 0 means “full access”, 100 – “no access”. Any number within the range describes how difficult is passing through the link and may reflect the navigation direction in a staircase or the material of walls. For example the value close to 100 might mean a thick wall made of concrete, which is not possible to destroy without heavy equipment, while the lower value means a thinner partition perhaps made of plaster or other material easy to crush for moving to an adjacent room. The weights are taken into consideration by Dijkstra’s algorithm in the shortest path calculation from a selected room to the exit from the building. An egress route calculated is shown in Figure 7: only doors are used in navigation between adjacent rooms; corridors were partitioned in order to create a network suitable for indoor navigation.

Figure 7: Egress route (black) calculated for a selected room starting at “X” to the closest exit (dark grey cell).

3 Conclusions

In this paper, research development on BIM - GIS integration was proposed for egress route calculation. The indoor building model geometry can be easily retrieved from the gbXML format but it may need some pre-processing to validate the model. The DHE data structure used for 3D model reconstruction includes the dual graph of connection between rooms which is constructed automatically when the geometry of the model is created. The graph can be used directly by graph algorithms to find egress routes from buildings.

Future work includes development of functions to “heal” invalid models and reconstruct a navigable network for an arbitrary BIM model. In addition, material of walls will be considered in implementation of algorithms for alternative egress route calculation.
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